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From: Alex Ende
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pit Bull Ban
Date: Saturday, February 22, 2020 4:01:41 PM


I support the repeal of the Pit Bull ban.
>
> Alex Ende
>
> Sent from my iPhone
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From: Stephanie Friesen
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pit Bull Ban: An Unwelcoming City Stigma
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 1:41:51 PM


Hello Counsel,


This is a topic that I have been heavily impacted by and followed progress for Denver and all affected metro area
cities’ toward repeal. It is now time for me to provide my experience to help weigh your vote.


Last April, my partner and I found a doggy daycare located within Denver city limits that we were intending to
purchase. To run the business, I would need to move from Washington state, and, in my search for housing,
discovered that Denver and many cities in the metro area are under a pit bull ban.


I adopted my dog, Velcro, from a vizsla rescue as a puppy, and, while he was listed as a vizsla mix, he had that big
pit bull smile. As a responsible pet owner, I found an apartment in Littleton—where no ban exists—and I took him
in to the Denver animal shelter to be evaluated. In preparation, I compiled an information packet for Velcro,
including up-to-date vet records, letters of character reference from various sources, obedience education
certificates, and an overview write-up, detailing Velcro’s demeanor, socialization, and home life. When we arrived
for his scheduled assessment, I provided each animal control officer with a copy of the packet only to have them
promptly handed back to me along with the information that the assessment is strictly appearance-based.


Velcro failed.


He was entered into the database and I was handed a letter, notifying me that Velcro is not welcome in the city of
Denver. All the while, the staff at the animal shelter and the animal control officers repeatedly informed me that
Velcro was extremely well behaved and they did not consider him a danger; he wasn’t the type of dog who would
have animal control called on him. But, knowing that Velcro is in the Denver system, that is not a risk I can take.


We did not buy that doggy daycare because Velcro couldn’t attend.
We recently purchased a home, and, though we would have loved to look within the city limits, we purchased
outside of the city because Velcro is not welcome in Denver.
We regularly make decisions to go to parks, restaurants, veterinary clinics, doggy daycares, etc. where Velcro can
safely attend.
We have been alienated and exiled strictly based on Velcro’s appearance, without any regard to his behavior.


Aggression is not a breed, it is a learned behavior. The Denver ban on pit bulls does not prevent aggressive dogs
from living within the city; it prevents responsible pet owners from entering the city.


Kind regards,
Stephanie Friesen
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From: Nicholas Birdsong
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Public comment, CB 20-0071
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 11:53:26 AM


Denver City Council members,


I am a resident and registered Denver voter (Winsor neighborhood) who will be unable to
attend tonight's hearing on the proposed override of Mayor Hancock's veto for Council Bill
20-0071. I strongly support the veto override and hope that all of you do as well.


Public safety is a vital issue. Preventing animal attacks serves a legitimate interest that this
council should pursue. I applaud the genuine effort and concern that has come from both sides
of this debate. However, as someone who has worked in legal and public policy analysis for
my entire career, I can confidently say that the data does not support the claim that the breed-
specific restriction makes Denver residents safer. The only reliable predictive factors of if a
dog will behave aggressively is a) has the animal been mistreated and b) does the animal
display an aggressive temperament. A licensing requirement would provide the check
necessary to protect public safety while permitting residents the freedom to house these
animals, dearly beloved by many.


Fear that a law will not be followed is not a reason to say that a law should not exist. "Laws
not being followed" is why we have a police force and a judicial system. The current ban is
equally capable of being disregarded and presents identical enforcement issues as with a
licensing requirement. The effect on resident safety would likely be indistinguishable under
either the ban or licensing requirement. The primary distinguishing factor between the two
approaches is whether or not innocent, well-behaved dogs who happen to display certain breed
characteristics are able to have loving homes with responsible owners.


Additionally, use of the veto power is fundamentally undemocratic and was inappropriate in
this circumstance. A majority of Council members voted to implement this change based on
the demands of their constituents. CB 20-0071 was not a bill motivated by simple
demagoguery that needed to reigned in by a responsible executive; this bill was carefully
considered and approved by a majority of the Council's members. I would hope that if any
Councilperson voted against the bill to preserve the status quo out of an indifference or
uncertainty about the resulting policy, those members should be concerned about the Mayor's
use of the veto to stymie this body's authority.


Thank you for your time and consideration on this important issue.


Sincerely,


Nicholas Birdsong, J.D.
(Sent on my own behalf as a resident; I do not represent or speak for any organization.)
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From: Alicia Marchione
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Ending BSL
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 10:44:43 AM


To whom it may concern, 


Thank you so much for working to end BSL in such an amazing and progressive city like
Denver. As a professional of the animal industry, I absolutely adore Pit Bulls and have worked
with hundreds so far over the course of my career. I have worked in both behavioral training
and am currently in the veterinary field and specializing in behavior. The science that backs up
how destructive BSL is should not be ignored. There are a lot of factors that go into what a Pit
Bull is and how bite statistics are gathered and there is just not enough information to justify
killing a dog based on a breed. 


I hope you all are able to overturn the Mayor's veto as it was determined out of ignorance and
false fear. I hope that you all find the kindness in your hearts to understand that this is an
outdated and inhumane law. 


As an animal professional, this goes far beyond breed issues. BSL has not helped change
much in your city, nor any city for that matter. This is an educational issue. EVERY SINGLE
owner should be required to take behavioral classes, spay/neuter their dog, and be held to high
standards. Every single type of dog has the ability to bite. Every single breed of dog has had
reported bites and attacks. 
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Be the gold standard and take this opportunity to change laws as a whole and implement better
dog ownership. Colorado has made strides in changing laws for this country and showing just
how progressive you can be, but BSL is a smudge on your reputation as a city. 


I am moving to Denver in  2 weeks and I would love to see the laws changed. If not, my voice
will be heard louder and harder. I want to be even more proud of the city I have dreamed of
living in for years. 


I have an assistance animal pit mix- protected under federal law but I want her to also be
protected under local law. I am attaching a picture of her and would love for everyone to meet
her. She is an advocate for her breed, well trained, and well loved by everyone that meets her. 


I hope this face can help. 


-- 
Alicia Marchione
703-298-9178 
-- 
Alicia Marchione
703-298-9178 








From: Lindsay Miller
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: [EXTERNAL] I support the repeal of the pitbull ban. Will you?
Date: Saturday, February 22, 2020 2:54:06 PM


I have so many reasons to be proud of Denver, but the most proud I’ve been was when our city
made positive national news for its decision to repeal the ban on pitbulls. This is—or would
have been—the type of responsible, progressive legislation that could continue to put us on the
map.


To those council members who initially voted to repeal the ban: THANK YOU. We see you,
and we acknowledge and appreciate your intent. I’m hopeful that I can count on your integrity
and consistency and that you will once more vote to repeal! To those who voted against or
were not present: now is your chance to be a part of a responsible, progressive move forward
for Denver. I hope and trust you will use your influence to move the Mile High City forward.


With respect and hope,
Lindsay Miller
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From: Chloe Cook
To: Deborah Ortega - Councilwoman At Large; Kashmann, Paul J. - CC Member District 6 Denver City Council; Gilmore, Stacie M. - CC Member District 11 Denver City


Council; Flynn, Kevin J. - CC Member District 2 Denver City Council; City Council District 5; District 9; dencc - City Council
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Make Pitbulls Legal
Date: Saturday, February 22, 2020 11:38:06 AM


Good Morning,
 
I am writing to express my opinion against continuing the ban on pit bulls in your city. As a passionate advocate for this kind, loving, gentle,
loyal breed, I hope you will consider my words and experiences prior to your meeting tomorrow.
 
Breed specific legislation has been proven to be ineffective. In 2013 the White House issued a statement stating this, and agreed that it is in
fact discrimination enshrined within the law. If I bring my pit bull to your city she will be taken from me based purely on her square head. How
is this just? This is not what America stands for. To take away the right of Americans to keep their family members and prevent others from
owning them is not only unethical, but it’s unconstitutional. This ruling is coming from a place of fear, and we have learned throughout history
that fear based ignorance is a very dangerous game. 
 
If you vote no on this important topic (which I'll reiterate has already sustained a majority vote), you are missing a truly incredible opportunity
to end the shameful genocide of innocent, voiceless beings. I have been surrounded by pits my entire life, and have experienced the joy, love,
and gentle companionship they bring. If you support the Mayor in his veto, you are doing a disservice to the hundreds of thousands of
educated and responsible inhabitants of your city, and a disservice to yourself. Additionally, you are deterring thousands more from visiting
your city. If your ultimate goal is truly to protect the public safety, which I whole heartedly support, you should focus on the sociopaths who
are abusing, neglecting, and killing these dogs. The irresponsible and abusive pet owners who then become irresponsible parents, breeding
more and more violence. With a 10% rise in violent crime in Denver this year alone, I really think this should be your focus. Again, this is a
people problem. Not a dog problem. Especially not a pit bull problem.


I think it's important to note that leash laws are very important (for all dogs and breeds) and I think that we should consider spending resources
on incentive's citizens to follow these leash and licensing laws, rather than using resources to take one specific breed from people's homes. I
think this topic should be revisited in your meeting. 
 
The majority vote last week was clear. The ban on this beautiful breed should be at long last lifted. Please do not let ignorance and
discrimination prevail. Please take this opportunity and choose change. Choose to end the stigma placed on pit bulls. Choose to allow these
magical creatures that love, protect, heal, and save so many lives to be allowed once again into your city. PLEASE choose to set the precedent.
Have to courage and integrity to end discrimination.
 
I appreciate your time and look forward to see what the future of Denver holds for our amazing pittie friends.


Chloe Cook
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From: Ashley Anaya
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Overturn Mayor Handcock’s Veto: REPLACE DENVER BSL Letter of Support
Date: Sunday, February 23, 2020 11:14:18 AM


TO: Denver City Council


FROM: Ashley Anaya, Denver Community Member


DATE: February 19, 2020


SUBJECT: PRO REPLACING DENVER BSL


I am writing to urge you to please show up for the upcoming vote to overturn Mayor
Handcock’s veto, as well as show your support to overturn the outdated legislation that
reinforces disinformation on creating “safer” Denver communities with dogs. Legislation
should emphasize the responsibility of the dog owner(s), rather than discriminate on a dog’s
breed. In fact, both local and national data illustrate significant inconsistencies when
comparing the official labeling of breed temperament/personality vs national and local biting
reports. 


Breed Discrimination vs Racism: Blurred Lines


Socially and sometimes legally, Pit Bulls, Rottweilers and Dobermans are all often labeled as
aggressive dogs, while Labrador Retriever Siberian Huskies, Boxers, and Border Collies are
socially and legally claimed to be “friendly” “non-aggressive”, “gentle” and “affectionate”.
However, when analyzing temperament and personality characteristics of dog breeds, the data
is in direct contrast to biting report data both nationally and within the City of Denver (See
table below). 


Dog Breed American Kennel Club
Defined Breed


Temperament/Personality
Report


% of
Bites


in
Denver


2019


2019
Ranking


of
Number
of Dog
Bites in
Denver 


Labrador Retriever “eager to please and non-
aggressive towards man or
animal.”... “gentle ways” 


10% #1


German Shepherd
Nothing listed about being
“friendly”, “good natured”,
“gentle or “affectionate”.
Instead, it explicitly states .“Any
dog that attempts to bite the
judge must be
disqualified.” This is not noted
in other dog breed reports. 


9% #2


“Unknown” mixed breed N/A 8% #3
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American Pit Bull “friendly attitude” 7% #4


Pit Bull (under legislation
includes American Staffordshire
Bull Terrier(ASBT), Staffordshire
Bull Terrier (SBT) and American
Pit Bull Terrier(APBT))


ASBT= “confident, good-
natured
companions...trustworthy
friend”
 
SBT= “affection for its friends,
and children in particular”
 
APBT= Not listed on AKC
breeds. 


7% #5


Siberian Husky
“friendly and gentle” 4% #7


Border Collie “affectionate” 3% #9


Boxer “playful, yet patient and stoical
with children”


2% #10


Table 1: Comparing 2019 Denver Dog Bite Data from The Denver Department of Public
Health and Environment (DDPHE) vs  the American Kennel Club Breed Standard Personality
Traits (hyperlinks)


In Denver, Labrador Retrievers are the most reported breed for biting, while nationally
the “unknown” breed is cited as #1 for breed biting. In addition, the breed
temperament/personality report from American Kennel Club cites Labrador Retrievers as
“non-aggressive” and “gentle”, yet the 2019 Denver Biting report shows this breed as #1 for
the most reported bites. Therefore, the current Breed Ban legislation reinforces the
narrative that pit bulls and bully breeds are “dangerous”, while pushing a false
narrative around Labrador Retrievers and German Shepherds maintain their “safe” and
“family friendly” status despite biting and breed temperament reports. 


How is this breed banning legislation any different from the way we view people? Is it
acceptable to say a specific ethnicity of people is more dangerous than others because of
their skin color, physical traits or socioeconomic status? No. Breed temperament and
physical traits provide inconsistent data on predicting a dog’s behavior. Moreover, it often
does not discuss how restricted breed legislation influences a dog’s behavior, as owners cannot
legally apply for a dog license, are often scared to enroll in training or vet care. These fears by
owners lead to creating a less safe Denver community because people are in fear that their dog
companion will be taken away from them, euthanized and that they will have to pay fines or
legal fees just for having a “banned” breed. Instead, let us be more forward with
acknowledging that all breeds exist in Denver, and that we should have policies that
place accountability on the owner(s) and home environment. 


Recommendations


Pit bull breeds have always lived in the shadows of Denver communities. Instead of punishing
a dog for the breed it was born with, let us move forward with a policy that will allow pit bulls
to be licensed, not be legally discriminated against and empower owners to take appropriate
care and training of their dog within their family. Getting rid of the nonsensical policy will
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allow people to feel more comfortable taking their pets to vets, dog training, licensing their
dog and making sure their dog is trained to interact with the public and other dogs that will not
negatively impact the Denver community.  The new guidelines and legislation associated with
repealing the breed specific ban reinforce the owner responsibility narrative, which is much
more effective in creating a safer and welcoming Denver community. 


-- 
Thank you, 


Ashley Anaya | 720-417-867








From: Stephanie
To: dencc - City Council
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Pit Bull Ban
Date: Sunday, February 23, 2020 3:02:45 PM


Hello,


This email is to communicate that I support the repeal of the pitbull ban.


Thank you,
Stephanie Vero


Sent from my iPhone
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